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"This series just keeps getting better and better!" - PRBC, The galaxy is at war, and Space Team

just can't seem to stay out of trouble.Following one close-call too many, the team hides out on a tiny

backwater moon, hoping the hostilities between Zertex and the Symmorium will all just blow

over.But when first officer Loren's brother is taken prisoner and sentenced to death by the

Symmorium, Cal and the others must make a choice - a choice that could spell the end of Space

Team forever...Packed with space battles, giant robots, and a dangerously obese man being

sponged down with soup, The Guns of Nana Joan is the hilarious fifth book in the Space Team

saga.
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(I'm writing the same review for all of the Space Team books, so that you don't miss my

"testimony".) The Space Team books are a must read, so what are you waiting for...go read them.

Humor + science fiction, what's not to like? Hutchison is a hilarious author, funnier than hell (well,



that may not be saying much because, let's face it, everything is funnier than, you know, Hell). The

adventures of Cal, Mech, Loren, Miz, and Splurt are TOTALLY BELIEVABLE, in a totally skeptical

kind of way, which makes them predictably unpredictable. Giant spider-dragons (or is it

dragon-spiders?), crooked president Sinclair, shape shifters (yeah, I'm talking about you, Splurt),

and other assorted space creatures and space characters are all here. So, take it from me, a

science fiction junkie, start reading the Space Team series and see what you've been missing.

Certainly the author, but Splurt is so fonking adorable! Cal would get 2nd shot after Splurt, but I'd

probably wind up killing him when he pulled one of his hairbrained scams. Mech is a man's man (not

THAT way, not that there's anything wrong with that!), and not much of a conversationalist - unless

you turn his dial. Of course Miz pointed out the main problem with Mech and romance. Read the

story to understand that one!This adventurous installment has our loyal little family of heroes

breaking up the team...The Space Team! Loren takes a powder on the guys, taking Splurt with her,

sort of accidentally. That leaves Cal, Mech, and Miz stranded on yet another dismissal planet. Cal

misses his team, and attempts to reorganize Space Team 2.0? The New Space Team? The Space

Guys...Dudes? Nana and the Dudes? Wait, who's Nana?You HAVE to read this one, it's so

satisfying, like finding a Dunkin Doughnuts on an alien planet in a galaxy far far away. Space Dunkin

Doughnuts!

Hutchison's Space Team is a real team, working together despite differences. In this installment the

team is broken up for a substantial time, and while I missed the zany interaction that usually

characterizes the Team, there's still plenty of fun to be had as they work to be together again.As for

hilarious dialog, wild plot twists, weird characters, and the further development of the narrative

contained in the earlier books, it's all there to enjoy. Get this book, and grab the others if you haven't

already done so.

A fantastic series! This book revisits a lot of the characters we have met before. Now even my

husband is reading this series. He loves it and said Barry has a great writing style. I read A LOT and

Barry is a fantastic writer. I won't go into detail so no spoilers but you do revisit several of the

characters you have met before and if you like fun, adventure, blood, and spitnibbles then read this

book, you will love it. Fonking great!

Another, even crazier story in the "Space Team" universe. All of them have been funny, despite the



whole earth getting wiped out, people getting blown up/shot/eaten, and galaxy-wide war, but this is

the funniest. My family suggested I go read it in another room since my cackling was interfering with

their TV watching. Too bad!

A bit too much torture for my liking. Good books though, definitely worth reading, good humor, but a

colossal robot? Really? Did someone watch a bit of mecha anime?

But the story is STILL good. I'm still into this series, wtf is happening to me!In short, if you like the

first book, these remain pretty solid fun.

Barry did it again.His books always grab a hot of you and don't let go until you have finished. Can't

wait for the next book to come out.
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